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NART PURSUED 
THE RIGHT STRATEGIES
Insurance is a very special profession.
Insurance Brokerage is the occupation of
those people who are able to carry the
subtleties of this special profession on their
shoulders, guiding and leading the way for
third parties and entities.

NART Insurance & Reinsurance
Brokerage Inc. celebrating its 20th
anniversary, you should all be proud of the
distance you have covered in 20 years
during this successful journey.

The foundations of insurance are risk,
risk management, risk analysis and
assessment and coverage of risk at the
most rational cost.

As the British Author Mary Renault says,
"There is only one kind of shock worse
than the totally unexpected: The expected
for which one has refused to prepare." This
is where a Broker steps in.

First of all you are the people who
assess those expected risks and seek ways
to protect your customers. In doing so, it is
your organization structure, employee
profile, business processes, management
and governance procedures that
determine the quality of the work you do
and the products you offer.

The risk measurement to be carried out
while preparing a roadmap for a client (ex-
ante analysis) is as important and sensitive
as the risk measurement after the
occurrence of the risk (ex-post analysis),
calling for specialization and experience.

The distance covered in 20 years shows
that NART Sigorta is at the right place and
is proceeding with the right strategy.

Today, technology and digitalization
have sparked a transformation in the form
of a "revolution" rather than an evolution in
every branch of the service sector such as
banking, insurance, logistics, etc. This
transformation has also influenced the
insurance industry, and resulted in
irrevocable novelties, creativities and
products. New players such as "FinTechs"
in the banking industry, and "InsurTechs" in
the insurance industry have started to
force the rules of the game. Brokers whose
job is to measure risk are now facing the

risk of losing their jobs to "insurTechs" that
try to deprive them of their jobs.

In this case, it would not be wrong to
say that a consolidation process is
imminent during which only those who
have a high adaptation capacity, are
capable of creating new platforms and
establishing "smart innovative" service
models will survive.

Undoubtedly, it will not be a surprise
but a natural process for us to see that
NART Insurance and Reınsurance
Brokerage, a young and dynamic
brokerage company with good
transformation and adaptation skills, will
rapidly internalize the emerging trends,
gain a competitive edge, and pioneer the
industry.

The "Big Data" offered to us by the digital
world has broken new grounds in risk
analysis. Now those who use "Prescriptive"
and even "Predictive" risk analysis
capabilities that are future oriented and
more secure than "Descriptive" risk analysis
will be on the winning side. Thus, we will be
able to offer the clients, companies or
individuals "tailored" products rather than
"one-size fits all" by carrying out a healthier
risk analysis on a high quality and
comprehensive database without violating
personal data security, and by leveraging
the healthiest, the most comprehensive and
guaranteed ways of "data hunting-mining"
and "data management". It should however
be noted that technology and digitalization
are not alone sufficient to transform your
business processes and efficiency and to
meet the ever-changing and increasing
customer expectations. Talents like you,
made up of flesh, bone and feelings, who
internalize such transformation and instill
trust and confidence to clients, will always
be needed. I believe that the NART family
has the infrastructure and superstructure to
handle this process successfully in a global
environment where instability, uncertainty
and volatility have peaked.

I hope you celebrate many more 20th
anniversaries,

Kind regards,
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN

NART Insurance & 
Reinsurance Brokerage Inc.

President & CEO

LEVENT
NART

We are growing with 98 
Percent Customer Satisfaction

NART Insurance & Reinsurance
Brokerage Inc. , we feel the honor of
having achieved great success in 2019
during which we celebrate our 20th
anniversary. The Lloyd's license is one of
these outstanding achievements.

The Lloyd's license which only 293
out of the 300 thousand brokers possess
in the world has strengthened us more.
Henceforth, we will be meeting the
industrial and individual needs with
creative products by offering our clients
the capabilities of more than 250
Insurance and Reinsurance companies
with 50 Insurers in Turkey, 120
Syndicates in the World and 93
Syndicates under the umbrella of Lloyd's,
in other words, all players operating as
insurance companies.

We use our best efforts to achieve
higher customer satisfaction... I believe
that the trust and innovative spirit of the
entire team has significant contribution
to high customer satisfaction. We are in
the belief that this satisfaction will lead to
a stronger NART in the future. Every step
that we will take in response to emerging
needs will take us a step ahead so long
as we make the right future estimations.

We predict that Turkish Insurance
Market will grow by around 19% in 2019.
Health, aviation, general liability, credit,
guarantee, fire, natural disasters and
transportation branches have raised the
growth bar higher. As NART, we
recorded a growth around 30 percent in
premiums and 22 percent in income
throughout 2019. Our Company
increased its revenues 2.5 times in the
last 5 years.

We are setting out with a new target
towards the 100th anniversary of our
country. 

We aim to become a preferred
regional power offering creative

solutions to its clients in the
management of risks that threaten
Turkish and foreign entities in Eastern
Europe, Central Asia, Middle East and
Balkans.

As a company that has always
pioneered the first practices against
emerging and new risks in Individual and
Corporate needs, NART will continue to
pursue such innovative activities in the
future, offering several risk solutions in
areas such as Merger & Acquisition
Guarantees Insurance, Cyber Risks,
Guarantee Insurances, Heath and Private
Pension Systems, owing to its advanced
digital infrastructure.

It is my pleasant duty to express my
gratitude to our individual and corporate
clients who have built our self-
confidence for 20 years and the
Insurance and Reinsurance Companies,
Appraisal Companies and our
international business partners who
always contributed to us in providing in
high-quality services.

I am also grateful to Mr. Yavuz Canevi,
Chairman of the Advisory Board who
supported our Company in its
reputational growth and in taking the
right steps, and alsa to the presidents of
the High Advisory Board who have
spared their valuable times for us.

The primary reason why NART has
been preferred under international
competitive conditions is our valuable
and self-sacrificing employees, our
greatest asset. I would like to express my
gratitude to all may colleagues who
continually improve themselves, are
participative, service-oriented, put
themselves in the clients' shoes, and
specialized in solving the clients'
problems, and wish that they have a
healthy and successful year in their
private and business lives.
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NART Insurance & Reinsurance
Brokerage Inc.

Member of the Board of Directors

DENİSE
NART 

We witnessed significant
achievements in our 20-year history

Exactly 20 years, easier said than
done... NART has left behind 20 full
years. NART Insurance &
Reinsurance Brokerage Inc. whose
foundations were laid in the
basement of a building in Istanbul
in 1999  has a lot of things worth
to mention in its 20-year history...
It did not only lead the insurance
industry in Turkey but also became
a solution partner to several
industries. Breaking new grounds,
and making its investments with a
close eye on the developments in
the world, the company developed
innovative products by keeping its
finger on the pulse of the market
moment by moment, and put its
stamp on global achievements...

As a company serving 60
thousand customers with 98
percent customer satisfaction, we
crowned our 20th anniversary with
a very special development. We
have acquired the Lloyd's license
which only 293 out of the 300
thousand brokers possess in the
world. Our aim is to become a
regional power offering creative
solutions in Eastern Europe,
Central Asia, Middle East and
Balkans.

The trust that our business
partners have in us, our know-
how, our staff specialized in their
areas, and our innovative structure
have been the most important
strength that has brought us to this
day. The celebration messages that
describe the innovative services we
have been providing since our
establishment and their significant

contributions to the insurance
industry have demonstrated us
once again that we are on the right
track.

This issue of Risk & Life, the first
magazine of the world of brokers
and one of the things that we are
first to introduce, is dedicated to
our 20-year journey.

You can read the details of the
special night that we celebrated
with NART employees, clients,
business partners and insurance
company representatives as well as
the celebration messages from our
business partners and clients in
Risk & Life.

This issue of Risk & Life that
contains news files shedding light
on global developments is full of
topics that will again attract your
interest... Climate change is one of
these topics. While, according to
the Estimated Risks in Insurance
Questionnaire, technology is the
greatest risk for the insurance
sector worldwide in 2019, natural
disasters are ranked the second
subject to climate change in the
Turkish insurance sector. In this
light, we have prepared a file in
which we seek an answer to the
question "what kind of a threat
does the world face?".

Another important topic is the
permanent life insurances that are
in an uptrend due to the
opportunities they offer in addition
to death and often seen as a savior
during the retirement period.

Keep on following Risk & Life
that casts light on the sector...
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"NART IS 20-YEAR-OLD"
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Celebrating its 20th Anniversary NART Insurance & Reinsurance
Brokerage Inc. has crowned its global journey with the receipt of Lloyd's
license only 293 out of the 300 thousand brokers have in the world.

NART Crowns 
Its Global Journey 
with the Lloyd's 
License



ART Insurance & Reinsurance
Brokerage Inc. the only 100% Turkish
capital broker in Turkey, celebrated its
20th anniversary on the evening of 12

March at Conrad Istanbul Bosphorus with more
than 300 guests including its employees,
customers, business partners and insurance
companies.

The keynote speech of the night was made by
Denise Nart, Member of the Board of Directors,
followed by Levent Nart, President & CEO, who
made a speech describing the 20-year journey of
NART Insurance & Reinsurance Brokerage Inc.

and thanked all
customers,
insurance
companies and
business partners
who accompanied
them during their
journey.

Mr. Mark
Cooper, President
of Lloyd's Dubai,
who, in his speech
talked about the
difficulties of
qualifying for
Lloyd's license
and the fact that
only few brokers
in the world could
successfully
complete the
process, said that
NART Insurance &
Reinsurance
Brokerage Inc.
would now have
direct access to a
unique
underwriter
expertise pool in
Lloyd's global
market. While Mr.
Cooper presented
Mr. Levent Nart,

President & CEO of NART, a gift from Lloyd's at
the 20th anniversary night for its achievements
and success in the Turkish insurance industry for
20 years, Mr. Levent Nart presented a gift on
behalf NART Insurance & Reinsurance Brokerage
Inc. to Mr. Cooper who honored the 20th
anniversary night.

Having signed business partnership contracts
with the leading brokers of the World and Europe
since the first days of its establishment and today
representing 23 World Brokers in our country and
neighboring countries successfully, Levent Nart
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also remembered its first
employees and Mr. Levent Nart,
President & CEO and Ms. Denise
Nart, Member of the Board of
Directors presented awards to
their teammates who have been
working for NART for more than
10 years.

Levent Nart, President & CEO
of NART Insurance & Reinsurance
Brokerage Inc. said, “We have
crowned our 20th anniversary
with the Lloyd's license. NART
Insurance & Reinsurance
Brokerage Inc. has been one of
the first companies in Turkey that
has acquired Lloyd's license
which only 293 out of the 300
thousand brokers have in the
world. We are deeply proud of
being a licensed broker of Lloyd's,
the oldest insurance market of
the world with a history of 300
hundred years that chooses its
members very carefully. The
efforts of our employees, 35 years
of reputation in risk management
and our customers who have
trusted us have played an
important role in this
achievement. We believe that this

competency that we have
acquired recently will give us a
significant momentum in our
global journey."

NART Insurance & Reinsurance
Brokerage Inc. will henceforth be
offering both local and global
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insurance and reinsurance
products in all industrial and
niche areas to its 60.000 local
and international Turkish and
Foreign Corporate and Individual
Customers through 50 Syndicates
in Turkey, 120 Syndicates in the
World and 89 syndicates under
the umbrella of Lloyd's.

A Graph of Success Rising Since
Its Establishment

Levent Nart, who, in his speech,
stated that they serve the leading
entities in the pharmaceutical,
automotive, energy, chemistry,
food, shopping, retailing,
shipbuilding, tourism and
construction industries of the
world and Europe, said;

"We are setting out with a new
target towards the 100th
anniversary of our country. We
aim to become a preferred
regional power offering creative
solutions to its clients in the
management of risks that
threaten Turkish and foreign
entities in Eastern Europe, Central
Asia, Middle East and Balkans."

Referring to the story of
establishment of NART Insurance
& Reinsurance Brokerage Inc. in
his speech, Levent Nart said:
"Founded in August 1999 in a
basement at the Kore Şehitleri
Avenue, NART Insurance &
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Reinsurance Brokerage Inc.
won İbrahim Bodur and MTU
companies as its first clients in
its initial years, and then
attracted the experienced
insurance specialists of Turkey
thereafter to its organization.
NART Insurance & Reinsurance
Brokerage Inc. extensively
worked with Toyotasa, Aksa
Akrilik, Yalova Elyaf and
Mannesmann Borusan, the four
biggest institutions that suffered
damage during İzmit
earthquake, providing them with
successful advisory services."

Besides the late Ibrahim
Bodur, among the top 10 clients
of the company were Kavi
Holding, Soyak Holding, MTU,
Glaxo Smith Klein, L'Oreal,
Wacker Makina, BASF, Hoechst

Marion Russel (today Sanofi
Aventis) 

Having quickly adapted to the
great change in the insurance
industry invoked by the 2001
crisis, the greatest Turkey has
ever met in its history, and the
September 11 events, Mr.Nart
"Our company turned the crisis
into opportunity and brought
many new insurance products
to Turkey with the power
derived from its devoted,
dynamic, both young and
mature staff. Champing at the
bid with its continuous growth
momentum, NART settled in its
10-storey 2500 m2 building in
Kavacık, which it purchased in
2013"

Several Innovations
Introduced to the Turkish



Insurance Industry
NART was stood out as an

organization that introduced
many innovations to Turkey.
Among the innovations
introduced by the Group are,

l International Advisory Board

l Risk Management Forum

l Risk Management Academy

l Risk & Life, the first magazine
of the world of Turkish brokers

l NART Plus, All Risk Art

insurance

l Advanced loss of profit
insurance

l The first call center in the
world of brokers

l RMR, the first Manager and
Talent supply company in the risk
management world

l The first Turkish Broker with a
foreign insurance giant as a
shareholder

During the NART Risk

Management Forum meetings,
which become a traditional event
every year, the topics addressed
include Management of Credit
Insurance and Receivable Risks,
Risk Management in Retail,
Shopping and Life Centers, Risk
Management in the
pharmaceutical, chemical and
cosmetics industries, Risk
Management in the Energy
Industry, Risk Management in the
Food and Beverage Industry, Risk
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Management in the Construction Industry,
Risk Management in the Automotive
Industry, Protection of Works of Art and
Culture, Management of Cyber Risks,
Construction and Management of
Industrial Risks in the Middle and Near
East, Africa and South American
Countries, and finally, Risk Management in
the pharmaceutical, chemical and
cosmetic industries which was addressed
in the 13th NART Risk Management Forum
last year.

The NART Group that owns enterprises
and brands in Insurance and Reinsurance
Brokerage, Training, Human Resources,
Talent Management and Leader Executive
Supply and real estate, such as NART
Insurance & Reinsurance Brokerage Inc,
NART Re, NART Risk Management
Academy, Risk Management Recruiters,
NART Business Center, MLN Gayrimenkul
Geliştirme A.Ş is proud to be serving local
and foreign industrial organizations
operating in 136 countries in 5 continents
as well as individuals with special needs
and qualifications.

Levent NART completed his speech
with the words, "It is my pleasant duty to
express my gratitude to our individual and
corporate clients who have built our self-
confidence and the Insurance and
Reinsurance Companies, Appraisal
Companies and our international business
partners who always contributed to us in
providing in high-quality services.

The primary reason why our Company
has been preferred under international
competitive conditions is our valuable and
self-sacrificing employees, our greatest
asset.

I would like to express my gratitude to
all may colleagues who continually
improve themselves, are participative,
service-oriented, put themselves in the
clients' shoes, and specialized in solving
the clients' problems, and wish that they
have healthy and successful days in their
private and business lives."

At the threshold of its 20th year, NART
closed the 2018 balance sheet with 26%
growth in premiums and 36% growth in
profitability. It is known that behind this
success in profitability lies digitalization
which plays an important role in addition
to qualified employees.



The pioneering
and exemplary
organization of
the industry in
Turkey
I congratulate Levent NART, doyen of the
industry and a very good friend of mine for
long years and also the entire NART team
with best wishes personally and also on
behalf ODE Yalıtım Family, and I hope they
celebrate many more 20th anniversaries.
NART Insurance and Reinsurance
Brokerage company has been a leading
and exemplary corporation of the
insurance industry in Turkey with their
expertise, vision and innovative solutions
they introduced to the industry.
In the belief that NART, the first company
in Turkey to obtain Lloyd's license in its
field will record more achievements and
increasingly contribute to the rise of the
Turkish insurance industry I would like to
wish many successful years to my dear
friend Levent and his team.

Insurance, the
guardian angel 
of our life
The insurance industry, a
system designed to share risks
for the assets that we value and
to compensate losses can help
us feel safe in our lives. With
intelligent measures and the
guidance of the right insurance
counselor, we can minimize the
probability of loss of the assets
that we have laboriously
acquired or avoid damages we
cannot afford.
However, it is also important to

assign this work over to skillful hands. Otherwise, an insurance
whose coverage is not well established may not protect you as you
hope. Securing the risks that we may encounter for the assets that
have priority in our lives, such as home, car, precious goods and
even health makes our life easier and reinforces the feeling of trust.
If intelligently planned, insurance serves as a guardian angel in our
lives.

Over the past two decades, I've
seen NART grow into the largest
independent broker in its field
and build a reputation for
innovation and service. I've
enjoyed watching NART's
success because I know Levent
Nart, Denise Nart and the rest of
the team well. For twenty years,
they've been a trusted and
reliable partner who also
believes in putting the customer
first.

I anticipate our relationship
will remain strong for many
years to come. NART and Swiss
Re Corporate Solutions share a
commitment to long-term
relationships and to really
understanding our customers.

We also both aspire to provide the right solutions for our
customers' risk management needs and to improve their
experience. I look forward to working with NART to continue to
deliver innovative risk solutions to companies around the world.
Congratulations for twenty years of excellence and best wishes
for another twenty more!

Orhan Turan- 
Chairman of the Board of Directors of
ODE Yalıtım20TH

RİSK&LİFE

"NART CELEBRATES ITS 20TH YEAR"
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Andreas Berger
CEO
Swiss Re Corporate Solutions

Leyla Alaton
Member of the Board of
Directors of Alarko 

NART and Swiss Re Corporate Solutions
understanding our customers



As Duravit Turkey, we have been receiving
consultancy services from NART Sigorta ve
Reasürans Brokerliği for more than 15 years.
During this period, I personally witnessed
how NART Sigorta grew with firm steps and
did a good job under the leadership of Levent
NART. NART Sigorta has become a company
that always makes its mark in the industry and
reinforces its leading position by organizing
very efficient and successful events.

Working with a broker that has introduced
many innovations and a pioneer in its field
has always given us great confidence as
Duravit. I wholeheartedly congratulate the
20th anniversary of the foundation of NART
Sigorta that offers rational solutions suiting
our changing business conditions. I wish we
will continue to have a very successful and
long-lasting cooperation.

We met Levent Nart 20 years ago. Aside from our
friendship that developed over the years, we had the
chance to work together in business life. We receive
insurance brokerage services for all of our group
companies from NART Insurance & Reinsurance
Brokerage Inc. While we procure more comprehensive
and more reliable insurances with the services they
provide, we receive services at European standards from
the entire team in respect of the losses we encounter.

Dear NART Brokerlik Family and Levent, I congratulate you
wholeheartedly on your 20th anniversary. During the past
20 years, we have had many collaborations and the
opportunity to collaborate on many projects.

During this period of time, we had a lot of experience
together, and especially I always remember NART Brokerlik
Family and Mr. Levent, its Founder for "their passion for their
clients, their solution-oriented approach skills, their
tenacious and stubborn attitude, courage and innovation". I
am sure that these characteristics will be continually
improved in the future and contribute positively to the
development of the industry. I wish many more 20th
anniversaries to NART Family and the young team members.

Müfit Ülke- General Director,Duravit Turkey

Vedat Aşcı – Chairman of the Board of Directors, Astaş Holding

Yavuz Ölken -CEO, Axa Sigorta 

NART growing with firm and reliable
steps introduced innovations

NART owes its success to its
passion for its clients, its
solution-oriented approach
and innovative characteristics

We have always received service 
at European standards
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In addition to the effective brokerage services it has been offering since its
establishment, NART Brokerlik has also contributed to the insurance industry
with its innovative and entrepreneurial approaches. Not keeping its activities
limited to the Turkish market and adopting a policy to expand into
international markets, and obtaining the Lloyd's license, an important step in
line with this strategy are an indication of the fact that NART will continue to
grow in the future.

Mr. Levent NART who has served the insurance industry for long years
undoubtedly has a large share in the success of Nart Brokerlik with his
experience, knowledge, innovative perspective and vision. I celebrating the
20th anniversary of NART Brokerlik, which has an important place in our
industry with its experienced and competent management team and
employees. I wish the team continued success under the leadership of Mr.
Levent NART.

First of all I would like to
compliment NART, its
management and its
employees on the 20th
anniversary! Well done and
don´t fade! Clients need your
professional, dedicated and
neutral advice in all areas of
insurance, be it in your home
country, be it abroad.

It is impressive, how you all
have built up such a strong and
steady market player in the
past 20 years. It is of great
importance for insurance risk
managers to have a reliable
partner and intermediary to
represent the insureds interest.
Keep it up!

If you have Nart, you 
feel at security!

Hasan Hulki Yalçın- Milli Reasürans
AŞ. Former General Director

We proud of Nart
Sigorta!
As HUGO BOSS Izmir, the key missions
that we pursue is becoming a smart and
a happy factory, that will both add value
to our leading fashion brands and also
inspire apparel industry globally.

To achieve such challenging goals is
almost impossible without good
partners.

I can easily say that, especially to offer
our colleagues the best opportunities in
the private health insurance area, our
long-time partner NART Insurance is
providing us what we exactly need.
Through providing variety of different
options in terms of products and
offering quick solutions in the customer
relations field,  NART Insurance is
supporting us to give the best to our
colleagues in HUGO BOSS Izmir.

In a year that we, HUGO BOSS Izmir,
are also celebrating our 20th year
anniversary, I am also happy to learn
that we share this special moment in
time.

I wish NART Insurance a happy 20th
year anniversary and looking forward to
sustaining our collaboration in the
coming years. 

Joachim Hensch- General
Director of Hugo Boss 

Its vision is a
reference to

its success 
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Bayer AG
Global Head of Corporate
Insurance



Levent Nart is among all brokers
that I met in my career someone
who fights for his customers until
the very last minute , or even
when there is no time. -
Something that distinguishes
Levent Nart is his interest in
promoting the social role of
insurance and in supporting
exchanges in the industry.”

Best regards

Ich erinnere mich noch sehr gut
daran, als mich dein Vater Levent
vor über 20 Jahren wegen meiner
Meinung zu seiner Idee ansprach,
in der Türkei eine
Maklergesellschaft zu gründen.
Von Anfang an war ich davon
begeistert und bewunderte auch
den Mut, den Levent Nart damals
hatte, in einem weitgehend ohne
Makler funktionierenden Markt
mit einer eigenen
Maklergesellschaft aktiv zu
werden. Damals war Levent Nart
noch beim „Nordstern“ tätig, einer
Versicherungsgesellschaft, die
später im AXA-Konzern aufging.

Heute, nach mehr als zwei Jahrzehnten, muss ich beim Thema
„Versicherungen in der Türkei“ immer an NART als einen festen Bestandteil des
Marktes und einen absolut verlässlichen Servicepartner denken. NART ist eine
Erfolgsstory! Die Firma NART Insurance & Reinsurance Brokerage Inc. hat sich
über zwei Jahrzehnte hinweg als eine feine Adresse im türkischen
Versicherungsmarkt etabliert und ist für mich, aber auch zahlreiche andere
internationale Kunden, die Geschäfte in der Türkei betreiben, nicht mehr
wegzudenken. Ausgestattet mit hervorragenden Mitarbeitern auf hohem
Sachverstand und Fachwissen steht die Zufriedenheit des Kunden bei NART an
erster Stelle. Gleichgültig, ob es nur um die Beantwortung einer kleinen Frage zu
einem Schadenfall geht oder um die versicherungstechnische Lösung eines
Großprojektes – NART hilft bei allen Situationen und Problemen, und zwar
lösungsorientiert und im Interesse des Kunden. Auf der Basis von festem
Vertrauen und jahrzehntelanger Partnerschaft sowohl bei den Kunden als auch
bei den Versicherungsgesellschaften hat sich NART als die erste Adresse für
international tätige Unternehmen und Konzerne zurecht verdient gemacht und
im türkischen Versicherungsmarkt etabliert. Darauf kann und muss man bei
NART stolz sein.

In diesem Sinne wünsche ich dem Unternehmen, seinem Gründer und
Management sowie allen Mitarbeitern für die nächsten Jahrzehnte weiterhin viel
Erfolg und den positiven Spirit, den man als Kunde über all die Jahre hinweg
stets spüren und genießen konnte. Dann ist das Unternehmen NART auch für
die nächsten Jahrzehnte und die Herausforderungen der Zukunft bestens
gerüstet. Happy birthday, dear NART-family! Weiter so!

Levent Nart is his interest in
promoting the social role of insurance 

Alfredo Muñoz Perez- 
Mapfre Sigorta Turkey, CEO
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Gerhard Bugla-Palatina
Versicherungsservice
GmbH Managing
Director 

Geschaeftsführer  Palatina Versicherungsservice GmbH

The fact that NART Sigorta
has reached the 20th
anniversary is a significant
gain for the industry
Promotion and adoption of insurance business in our
country, especially in our industry and commercial
institutions, has unfortunately been of secondary
importance for many years.

In this context, the efforts of our insurance
companies could not expand to a very large platform
for long years.

For this reason, it is a reality that serious damages
faced by many industrial organizations produced sad
images.

It has been Levent NART, a valuable insurer, and
NART Sigorta, founded by him, that made significant
contributions to the awareness raising efforts in the
insurance industry.

For this reason, the 20th anniversary of NART
Sigorta is very important for the sector.

They did not only carry out promotional and
awareness-raising activities on behalf of the insurance
companies, but also made important contributions to
the insured entities in terms of matter such as vision,
coverage and proper and correct insurance.

Mr. Levent NART also played a very successful role
in raising qualified personnel for the insurance
industry.

I believe that NART Sigorta adds great value to both
our insurance companies and insured entities with the
magazine they publish as well as the trainings,
information seminars and meetings that they regularly
hold.

It is my pleasure to state that I have benefited
greatly from their valuable works.

I wish NART Sigorta endless success in their future
business life.

F. Fethi Hinginar- Türk Ytong Sanayi A.Ş.,
Chairman of the Board of 
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Levent Mart, Chairperson of the Board
of Directors of NART participated as
moderator in the meeting "Target
Market: West Africa" organized by the
Steel Foreign Trade Association on
March 28, 2019 in Izmir, where detailed
information was given about the
commercial risks and the insurance of
risks in the African market. During the
meeting in which Namik Ekinci,
Chairman of the Executive Board of
Steel Foreign Trade Association, made
the keynote speech, Mehmet Eyuboglu,

Member of the Executive Board of Steel
International Trade Association, Tamer
Taşkın, Coordinating President of
Turkey-Africa Business Councils, and
Adnan Yıldırım, General Director of Türk

Eximbank Yıldırım also gave important
pieces of information about the project.
In the second part of the panel during
which Levent NART, served as the
moderator, Emre Ozer, Board Member
and General Manager of COFACE
Turkey,  Enis Gültekin Türk,  Executive
Vice President of Marketing in Eximbank,
and Taner Işık, Atradius Country
Manager for Turkey, made presentations
to the participants about commercial
risks and insuring risks in the African
market.

The champions
of the year 2018
relieved the
tiredness of the
year during Kars-
Doğubeyazıt
tour.
Visiting the

historical
beauties of Kars,
the team both
rested and had
fun after a
successful year.

Opportunities in the West African market are on the table

Levent NART participated in the 'Dubai World Insurance

Congress'' held in Dubai on 27-28 February as a speaker

on behalf of Turkey. During his speech at the conference,

NART gave descriptive information about Turkey and also

about the main economic criteria of the country,

infrastructure investment and 1b1r'n effect, and the

structure of domestic insurance and reinsurance market.

NART also spoke about the new business opportunities

on the market , the challenges and regional /

international insurance. gave important information to

the participants on the potential role of the insurance

and reinsurance companies. Dubai World Insurance

Congress has been an effective platform where the top

leaders of International Reinsurance and Insurance

companies come together to improve collaboration and

exchange the latest developments in the industry since

2017. More than 700 people in different countries attend

the conference every year.

Levent NART Represents Turkey in Dubai

Champions relieved 
the tiredness during
Doğubeyazıt tour



Maritime and Transportation Insurance training was held at NART Business
Center in February. The participants of the Maritime and Transportation
Insurance Training organized by NART Risk Management Academy included
NART's business partners, customers, captains and successful students from
Turkey's leading universities. During the training, both technical and soft skill
trainings were given to the participants.
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Levent NART and
Denise NART
attend RIMS

Levent NART, President & CEO of NART
and Denise NART, Member of the Board

of Directors attended the RIMS (Risk &
Insurance Management Society) event

held in Boston between April 28 and
May 1. This event which is held regularly
in different states of America every year

brings together customers, partners and
senior executives from various countries

of the world

Denise NART in Mail
Report Magazine

Denise NART, Member of the Board
of Directors of NART appeared in the

May 2019 issue of Mail Report
Magazine

Finance club students visit NART

NART HR team attended the career days of Istanbul Technical University. Last
April, promising university students came together at the Beykoz University
Career Days at the seminar "What is a CV, How should it be prepared? What are
the types of interview? Applied Interview Simulation" prepared specially for the
students of Istanbul Technical University - Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers Club. The NART HR team who met with the students within the
scope of Career Days, informed university students about internship
opportunities and new graduate positions at NART.

NART HR team
meets with students

Students from the Finance Club of Marmara University visited NART.
A meeting was also held during the visit. At the introductory
meeting held under the chair of Levent NART Chairman of the
Board of Directors of NART, the participants included Denise NART,
Member of the Board of Directors and Executive Board of MART,
and also department managers. In the meeting, the students were
given detailed presentations about the Departments and NART. In
this way, the students had the opportunity to get to know NART
Sigorta more closely.

Maritime and transportation insurance training from NART



ith its experience of more
than half a century, Güneş
Sigorta, one of the
locomotive companies of the

insurance industry, has taken action to
further strengthen both the industry and
its dynamics. After having made changes
its management team last January,
Güneş Sigorta has focused on ambitious
targets in many areas, notably face-to-
face communication, technological
investment and innovative products
under the leadership of its new general
manager Atilla Benli. "We will work hard
to strengthen Güneş Sigorta as a
company that makes a difference and
leads the industry. We will work harder
with all our partners and earn more. To
this end, we started to take all the
necessary steps" said Atilla Benli, with
whom we talked about their
growth strategies.

You took over the
General Director
post of Güneş
Sigorta in January
2019. Could you
tell us about the
changes and
innovations that

took place in the company since then?
Güneş Sigorta is a company with a deep-
rooted culture and a school in the
industry. To strengthen Güneş Sigorta
further, we initiated a close relationship
management process with our business
partners, agents and brokers. In this
context, our senior management pays

visits to our business
partners at certain

intervals in order
to further I

think that face-to-face communication
with our agents is of utmost
importance.strengthen our relations.

Thus, we can shape our business
strategies by listening more closely to
their expectations and needs, complaints
and suggestions. Another important
development is the increased importance
of digitalization in our business processes.
As Güneş Sigorta; we accelerate our
services in line with customer
expectations and usage habits and take
important steps towards digitization. We
provide support to our agencies and
business partners to improve in this
regard. Another important topic is the
efforts we do to increase the efficiency
and quality in our business processes.

What topics do you have among your
targets as a priority? What are the
strategies that you will follow as Güneş
Sigorta in the coming period?

At the end of 2019 and afterwards, we
will work as a team to make Güneş
Sigorta a leading company in the

industry, making a difference as it has
done in the past. We will work

harder with all our partners
and earn more. For this

RİSK&LİFE
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Güneş Sigorta will
strengthen its

business partners

With its new General
Manager Atilla Benli,
Güneş Sigorta, one of
the leading
companies in the
insurance industry,
focused on targets
that will further
strengthen and all
business partners.
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purpose, we started to take all necessary
steps. We will continue to focus on
digital transformation with our
innovative products and services.

We will grow together with our
network our agents, brokers and bank
sales channel.

Bearing in mind that customer
satisfaction is the main strategy of our
company, we will uninterruptedly
continue to improve our network of
agents and bank sales channel that
serves in every region of Turkey.

Could you tell us about the contribution
of agencies to the growth of Güneş
Sigorta?

As in the past, our agents are our
most important business partner today
and will be so in the future. Our agents
are the locomotive of our industry in the
supply of our products and services to
the consumer. At Güneş Insurance, we
have an extensive network of agents
located in every region of Turkey. As of
the end of 2018, the agent channel
accounted for 57% of our productions.
We aim to increase this share further in
2019. At this point, in addition to the
various campaigns and events we
organize to increase loyalty to our
company and motivation, we also
support the production of our agents
with the different products and
advantages we have developed. In 2019,
we will continue to support our agents
with a balanced portfolio, effective
product and campaign management.

Recently, technology investments have
gained more importance in the
insurance industry. Could you tell us
about the projects and efforts of Güneş
Sigorta on this subject?

We are closely following the digital
transformation process in the financial
sector. In the light of the needs of our
customers and new digital trends, we
have redesigned our website and mobile
application with a brand new design and
user-friendly features. We also updated
the content of corporate and product
pages in line with the needs and
expectations of our customers. We also
carry out studies in the field of Insurtech,
another important development in our
industry. We have established R&D
working groups under Vakıfbank Finance

Group dealing with subjects such
as artificial intelligence, blockchain
and image recognition. With these
technologies, we aim to accelerate
our loss management
processes and reduce
our operational costs.

We continue working
on payment methods. 

We also aim to be
prepared for different

payment methods that are expected to
become widespread in the future, such
as mobile payment facilities, QR codes,
wallet applications, and secure payment
facilities. At the same time, we actively
use our social media channels. We can
easily reach our potential and current
policyholders through our Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and LinkedIn
social media accounts, and respond
quickly to their suggestions, complaints
and expectations.

Customer-oriented service approach
is one of the most popular topics recently
spoken of in the sector. Can you share
your views on this subject?

The customer-oriented approach has
become an inevitable strategy for all
industries. Under the conditions, where
competition is increasingly becoming
fierce, companies that listen to and care
for their customers and take into account
their needs and expectations are always
one step ahead in the eyes of consumers.
Being one of the long established and
experienced companies of the Turkish
insurance industry; our company has
always considered customer satisfaction
as a top priority. At this point, we shape
our products and services in line with the
feedback we receive from customers in
order to provide them with the best
service.
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We act diligently to
hold anyone
harmless
Economically, we are going through
hard times. In this period, consumers
and policyholders tend to make savings
in every field. How is the insurance
industry affected by this process? Are
you developing special projects during
this period?

Because insurance industry is a
secondary industry, it is inevitably
affected by the challenging economic
conditions in the world and in our
country. The recent exchange rate
increases have also affected our
industry. With the increase in exchange
rates, the increase in damage costs
adversely affects insurance companies.
In such cases, we show a special
sensitivity at Güneş Sigorta to hold our
customers harmless of increased costs.
We offer certain products with options
suitable for all budgets so that our
customers can be enjoy the benefits of
being insured more easily without
forcing the limits of their budget. Such
options include Motor Own Damage
Insurance with Deductible, Motor Own
Damage Insurance for Total Loss, and
Complementary Health Insurance. In
times of economic difficulties, our
policyholders can choose insurance
products suitable for their budgets and
enjoy the assurance of being insured
instead of remaining uninsured. In
these products, we offer guarantees
suitable for every budget and need



The specialists who
discussed the
present risks at the
Meeting of NART
Advisory Board, the
20th of which has
been organized
emphasized the fact
that the "sanction"
risk is increasingly
used as an
instrument of
foreign policy and
economic pressure,
and even a show of
force.
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The 20th Meeting of Advisory Board of NART Sigorta ve Reasürans Brokerliği

was held on September 10, 2019, Tuesday,  at Istanbul Ritz Carlton Hotel.

THE SANCTION WEAPON IS
USED AS A SHOW OF FORCE



t the 20th Meeting of the Advisory
Board of NART Insurance &
Reinsurance Brokerage Inc.
the effects of the use of sanctions

as a trade weapon on the world and Turkey
were addressed.

The board chaired by Yavuz Canevi,
Chairman of the Board of Directors of TEB,
was held with the participation of important
figures of the business world.

Among the panelists of the meeting were
Vahit Erdem,
Undersecretary
of Defense
Industry, Aslı
Başgöz, Partner
of White & Case,
and Canan
Özsoy
Chairman and
CEO of General
Electric.

Speaking as a
host at the meeting, Levent NART, the
President & CEO of NART Sigorta shared the
results of their research. Levent NART who
said they asked the question "What kind of
risks do you see in the next 30 years?" to the
Companies, said "The prominent risks
include the interruption of business in the
first place - Because the risks have increased,

A
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the companies are now afraid that the
business will stop completely, and
interruption of works are followed by
cyber risks, natural disasters, new
technologies, trade wars and sanctions."

The world security system has changed
In his speech, Vahit Erdem,

Undersecretary of Defense Industry,
pointed out that the changes and
embargoes in the world trade system
are closely related to the change in the
world security system.

Erdem, who drew the attention to the
fact that a trend which involved denial
to comply with the rules and
agreements and praised lawlessness
occurred in the field of economy and
commerce, continued as follows: "The
free market economy system based on
liberalism and competition is collapsing.
Developments such as deglobalization,
protectionism, populism and
nationalism brought the search for a
new system to the agenda. However,
the future and model of the new system
is not known yet. Naturally, the world
economy and notably the emerging
countries are affected by these
developments. "

Pointing out that the sanctions and
embargo imposed on various countries
naturally affected Turkey, Erdem said
that Turkey could still tolerate these
embargoes. However, he emphasized
that the embargoes and sanctions
against Turkey may potentially cause
serious direct damage.

Erdem made the following

SANCTION
CATEGORIES

n Military
n Commercial - Economic
n Sanction with a Decision
of UN (Security Council)
n Sanction with a Decision
of EU
n Sanction with a Decision
of organizations such as
AOPEC
n Sanctions decided
unilaterally on a country
basis such as USA
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statement: "The security system based on the balance of
forces and deterrence formed during the Cold War era;
the Helsinki Principles signed by the Warsaw Pact,
NATO, many countries outside these two pacts, which
guaranteed the limitation of weapons, the sovereignties
of the countries, integrity and security, gradually
deteriorated after the Cold War, and in 2000s, especially
with the terrorist attack on September 11, 2001 on the
USA, it began to collapse. The world has entered a
period of disorder. The collapse in the security system
has also penetrated into the economic and commercial
life over time, and the Free Market Economy, which
gained momentum during the globalization period,
shifted into protectionism and economy and trade
turned out to be as an instrument in interstate struggles.
It is not known how long this period of lawlessness will
prevail and what the alternative model will be."

We are surrounded by risks
Drawing the attention to the fact that the raw

material of an insurer is 'risk' during his speech at the
Advisory Board, Yavuz Canevi, chairman of TEB
explained that we were surrounded by various risks in

today's world.
"We are

surrounded by
risks from
natural
disasters to
virtual
disasters, from
digital to cyber,
from political
risks to foreign
exchange /
interest rate
risks," said
Canevi, and
added that one
of the most
important
issues in the
recent period

was the "sanction  Canevi who explaining that the
sanction risk is really complicated and versatile, and
predictability depends on individuals, leaders, and
'tweets', said "One of the indispensable pillars of the
neo-liberal school is the independence of the Central
Banks. Strangely enough, the Federal Reserve (FED) of
the US, the father of neoliberalism, is under pressure by
Trump. By contrast, in Putin's Russia, the Central Bank
appears to be one of the most independent Central
Banks. Another interesting issue is that: Who defends
'Free Trade' on a global level today? Shouldn't the
answer to this question be the USA? But it is not. Rather
it is China! At a time when the World Trade Organization
(WTO) decided to pull the world trade together after the
Uruguay Round, Trump found a new and magical
instrument and praised  sanctions and used sanctions as
a sword on every issue from trade to security, from

TYPES OF SANCTIONS
The US "Caatsa" legislation contains
12 types of sanctions. The most
important sanctions are as follows:
n Weapon and equipment embargo
n Import or export of certain
products
n Technology, know how transfer
(Weapon related)
n Financial restrictions
n Freezing of assets (country or 
n Traveling and visa restrictions
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refugees to nuclear deals".risk". 
Canevi listed the three facts that

shouldn't be ignored in the world
where multipolarity is becoming
increasingly widespread: "The US
still looks strong, and it should not
be allowed to be left to its own
devices. China has shown a growth
that cannot any longer be neglected
and continues to grow. Therefore, it
should not be ignored. EMs remains
the growth engine of the world,
they cannot be ignored. "
Pay attention to the 3S rule

Canan Özsoy, Chairperson of
the Board of Directors and CEO of
GE Turkey, a panel speaker, noted
the rising threat of populism to
democracy, an the greater danger
it poses for the economy. Özsoy
who emphasized that the rise of
populism creates economic
consequences such as sanctions,
damping, and protectionist
attitudes towards cross-border
data, said, "The US-China war is the
most recent example. However, we
all know that there are no winners
in trade wars. A sanction will also
cause economic damage to the
imposing country." Pointing out
that a country has to apply the 3S
rule in order to attract investments
in the new order, Özsoy said: "The
international investment world
speaks of the 3S rule which
consists of three words in English.
These are security, standardization
(stability) and sustainability. A
country needs to fulfill these three
criteria in order to attract
investment. Here sustainability is
important." Emphasizing that
Turkey's strength in term of human
resources was a positive factor on
Turkey's side, Özsoy said, "Turkey
has a considerable strength in
terms of human resources. First, it
has a working population of 27.5
million. We should be able to make
use of this during this period. Yes,
there are talents who go abroad
but when you give the opportunity,
they definitely will return. We must
create the atmosphere to give
them the same opportunities here."
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The works of art at
Contemporary
Istanbul are under
NART's Assurance

The works on
display at
Contemporary
Istanbul Art
Fair were
covered by
NART
Insurance &
Reinsurance
Brokerage Inc.

RİSK&LİFE
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ontemporary Istanbul
Art Fair opened its
doors for the 14th
time this year on

September 12-15. During the fair
when more than 1400 works of
contemporary art from 23
countries, 74 galleries and 520
artists were displayed, NART
Insurance & Reinsurance
Brokerage Inc. Turkey's leading
Lloyd's Agent was the insurance
partner of the fair this year as in
the past. The officials of NART, the
insurance partner of the fair and
secured this giant organization
against which hosted 74 thousand
visitors in 5 days against risks,
answered the questions of
collectors, galleries and artists
about Art Insurance at its stands
located in a central position.

Insured with All-risk coverage
The insurance cover of the

Recent Acquisitions exhibition,
curated by Hasan Bülent

Kahraman at the fair was
undertaken by NART.

The exhibition which is a special
collection bringing together the
works purchased by contemporary
art collectors in the last two years
also sheds light on the recent
trends in contemporary art in
Turkey. The exhibition offers the
guests the opportunity to see
closely the works included in the
collections of 42 leading collectors
in Turkey and of 1 foreign
collector. The works borrowed
from these collections were
exhibited with the assurance NART
Insurance with an all-risk
insurance from tip to toe.

Became a pioneer in art insurance
While the coverage offered for

works of art in Turkey remained
limited to fire and additional
benefits until the present, Treasure
of Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent
and the Islamic Works were
displayed at the world's most

C
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important cultural centers under All Risk Art Insurance
by NART management for the first time in 1991.

NART, the leading Art Insurance Broker since then,
plays a key role in protecting the personal and
corporate art collections today. NART Insurance draws
attention with its world-class solutions for art galleries,
museums and exhibitions. NART Insurance &
Reinsurance Brokerage Inc. is able to provide coverage
up to EUR 500 million for paintings, antiques, historical
artifacts, classic cars and jewelry with insurance
products designed for private collectors, galleries and
exhibitions through its network of partners in the
Continental Europe, London and North America.
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Sale of Acıbadem
Sigorta to Bupa is
completed
The Sales Process of Acıbadem Sigorta to
Bupa has been completed. The process
started in August last year. Simeon Preston ,
CEO of Bupa International Markets, said,
"The process of acquisition of Acıbadem
Sigorta has now been completed. We have
been watching the Turkish market for several
years and we believe that it offers a unique
potential for growth. Its impressive growth,
first-class management team  and customer
orientation makes Acıbadem Sigorta an
excellent choice for entry into the Turkish
market. We consider this purchase as a
long-term strategic investment for us. While
Bupa and Acıbadem Sigorta share a
common commitment to placing their
customers in the first place; we are looking
forward to the participation of the Acıbadem
Insurance team in the Bupa family. " Gökhan
Gürcan, CEO of Acıbadem Sigorta said: "We
are looking forward to being part of the
Bupa family. Together, we share a common
commitment to help our customers live a
longer, healthier and happier life. Bupa has a
strong track record in developing and
growing the businesses that it acquires, and
has the resources and expertise to help us
build new achievements on those of the
past 26 years. Together we will be able to
support sustainable development of the
health insurance market in Turkey."

Fitch Ratings warned that the credit
quality of the Turkish insurance
industry may continue to weaken.
Fitch Ratings, the international credit
rating agency, warned that the Turkish
insurance industry is weakening due
to its dependence on banks and
government bonds, and that the credit
quality of the industry may continue
to weaken given the macro-

economic pressure on the quality of
these assets. Fitch also underlined that
asset quality is likely to continue to be
a key rating weakness for Turkish
insurers in the medium term.

Fitch stated that two-thirds of the
assets of the Turkish banking sector
were kept as cash deposits in banks
with a credit rating of BB-. It was
pointed out that the outlook was

negative and it was defended that a
reduction in the ratings of these banks
would lead to a further weakening of
the insurers' asset quality.

Fitch pointed out that banks hold
public debt instruments of the Turkish
government and emphasized that
these instruments also have important
effects on the asset quality of the
insurers.

The net revenue of Swiss Re, one of the largest reinsurance companies in the
world, was $ 953 million in the first half of the year. The net revenue of Swiss Re,
one of the largest reinsurance companies in the world, was $ 953 million in the first
half of the year. In the statement made on the official website of the group, it was
reported that strong reinsurance performance and investment results were
effective on the net income obtained by Swiss Re. According to the information
available on the website, the sum of the premiums written and service revenue in
the first half of the year stood at 18.2 billion dollars, 7.9 percent up compared  to a
year ago. The Group's net income from assets and accident reinsurance rose by 2.5
percent to $ 771 million, whereas net income from life and health reinsurance
stood at $ 459 million, up 15.3 percent. Christian Mumenthaler, CEO of Swiss Re
Group, expressed his pleasure with the group's first half results and said that the first
half results showed the strength of Swiss Re's reinsurance performance in both
asset and accident and life and health branches.

Can Akın Çağlar, 
President of TSB 
resigned from his office

Can Akın Çağlar, President of Insurance Association
of Turkey (TSB) resigned from his office as president of
the association which he assumed since 2017. In a

statement he made to the sector, Can Akın Çağlar said that he would
handover the president's post to a person with executive duty.

As may be remembered, Can Akın Çağlar had previously resigned
from his position as General Director of Eureko. 

It was largely assumed in the sector that Çağlar wolud remain in office
until the General Assembly of the Insurance Association of Turkey to be
held in April. However, Çağlar deemed it appropriate to resign from his
position without waiting for this period. For this reason, the general
assembly of TSB will be held extraordinarily within two months to elect
the new chairman who will fill the seat vacated by Çağlar. The person to
be  elected there will assume the presidency until the Ordinary General
Assembly to be held in April.
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FROM THE INDUSTRY

Fitch: The asset quality of the insurance sector is weakening

Swiss Re recorded
net revenues of
approximately $ 1
billion in the first half
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Fikret Utku Özdemir, who was the
Executive Vice President of the
company, has been appointed as
the General Director of Milli
Reasürans. Recently, H. Surki Yalçın,
who has been the general director
of Milli Reasürans for 11 years, has
surprisingly resigned from his office.
Fikret Utku Özdemir, the company's
Executive Vice President, has been
appointed instead of Yalçın.
Özdemir will also serve as a
member of the Board of Directors.
Fikret Utku Özdemir has an
Associate Degree in Nuclear Energy
Engineering Department of
Hacettepe University, Faculty of
Engineering, and also a Degree in
Business Administration Department
of the Middle East Technical
University, Faculty of Economics and
Administrative Sciences; He also
completed his master's degree in
Finance at EDHEC Business School
(France). Fikret Utku Özdemir who
started to work as member of the
Board of Auditors of Türkiye İş
Bankası A.Ş. in 1996 served in
different departments of the Bank at
different levels between the years
2005 - 2017. Özdemir, who was
serving as the Executive Vice
President at Milli Reasürans TAŞ.
since 2017 was appointed as a
Member of the Board of Directors
and General Director on August 27,
2019.

The Insurance report of
the Sectoral Overview -
First Half Series prepared
by KMPG Turkey has
been announced.
According to the report,
the insurance industry,
which started 2019 with a
weak outlook, made
moderate growth in the
first half of the year. The
growth rate, which
largely reflects price
increases, did not bring profitability.
KPMG

The Sectoral Overview Series in which
Turkey's position in some industries in the
first half of the year are evaluated; reveals
the outlook that reflects when starting
the second half of 2019.

Sinem Cantürk, who stated that the
insurance sector which shrank in 2018
started the new year in a weak position,
said "The costs of the industry increase
both due to the economical contraction
and the turbulence in the financial
markets; and policy and premium
production remains limited. However, the
positive dynamics appear to be
prominent in terms of the outlook of the
industry in the medium to long term. The
penetration which seems low compared
to OECD countries and the long-term
strong growth trend of Turkey which is
located on the trade routes appear to be
the factors that will reveal the long-term
potential of the insurance industry."

Below are outstanding headlines form
Insurance - First Half Report:

l The global insurance sector tries to
develop products and services that are
suitable for the new threats faced by
individuals and companies due to climate
change, technological developments,
transformations in social and economic
factors.

l The insurance industry played an
economically critical role and grew in
most countries in 2018;

The effects of vulnerabilities in global
trade and fluctuations in financial markets
were felt in 2019.

l The Turkish insurance industry
recorded a moderate growth rate in
terms of premium production in both life
and non-life branches in the first half of
the year. In the first half of the year,
premium production in the industry grew
3.1 percent in real terms compared to the
same period of the previous year and
reached TL 33.2 billion.

l The growth rates recorded in
premium production largely reflect price
increases. The number of motor own
insurance policies decreased by 6.8
percent year-on-year in the first half,
whereas the number of traffic insurance
policies increased by only 0.2 percent.

l As the amount of funds continued
to increase in the private pension industry
in the first half of 2019 as in 2018,
moderate decreases are observed in the
number of contracts and number of
participants. The number of participants
declined by 1 percent in the first half of
2019 and fell to 6 million 810 thousand
149 people. The fund amount of the
participants grew by 13 percent and
reached TL 87 billion.

l The Turkish insurance industry,
which grew by 17.4 percent on an annual
basis in the first quarter of 2019 and
reached an asset size of TL 184.7 billion,
recorded only a profit increase of 8
percent as technical profits remained
low.

Fikret Utku
Özdemir, the new
General Director
of Milli Re

Growth rate did not
bring profitability
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The pending approval in relation to the
acquisition of ERGO Sigorta by HDI
Sigorta has finally been given by the
General Directorate of Insurance of the
Ministry of Treasury and Finance.

The negotiations started by HDI
Sigorta to purchase ERGO, which
operates in the field of non-life
insurance, and the application filed in
May have been approved by the General
Directorate of Insurance, the Ministry of
Treasury and Finance. With the recent
purchase, HDI International is one step
closer to its target of becoming one of
the top 5 insurance companies in
Turkey, strengthening , its presence in
Turkey which they consider as one of
the main markets. After the acquisition
of ERGO, HDI Sigorta climbed from 11th

rank to 7th rank in the non-life
insurance companies ranking according
to the latest data available at the end of
December 2018. Ceyhan Hancıoğlu,
General Director of HDI Sigorta Turkey

said that the recent acquisition, He said
that this is the evidence of the
importance and commitment attached
by the Group to Turkey and that they
attained a very important goal as HDI
Sigorta. In his statement,  Hancıoğlu
said, "As HDI Sigorta, we are further
strengthened our presence in Turkey
with the know-how of ERGO Sigorta in
the non-life insurance branch and the
experienced network consisting of
about 1,500 agents. I can confidently
say that our agents and customers are
entering a new era during which they
will have a much better level of service
than they currently have." HDI Group
acquired Liberty Sigorta in early 2018
and the merger of the two companies
was completed in just five months.

The period of
Mehmet Şencan at
Anadolu Sigorta
It has been announced that Mehmet Şencan

has been appointed as the General Director of

Anadolu Sigorta, after İlhami Koç. Koç

unexpectedly decided to retire in the recent

months. At the meeting of the Board of

Directors of Anadolu Sigorta held on August 26,

2019, Mehmet Şencan was appointed as the

general manager of the company.

Born in Adapazarı in 1964, Mehmet Şencan

graduated from the Business Administration

Department of Istanbul Technical University in

1987. Şencan who started as an officer at İş

Bank Galata Branch in 1988 was assigned to the

Audit Department as an assistant auditor the

same year. Şencan who served as a branch

manager in various cities between 1997 and

2007 later served as manager of Bursa

Corporate, Başkent Corporate and Kozyatağı

Corporate branches. Mehmet Şencan was

assigned as Assistant General Director in April

2017. 

Yılmaz Ertürk became the new General
Director of Anadolu Hayat Emeklilik.
Anadolu Hayat Emeklilik made the
following disclosure to the Public
Disclosure Platform (PDP): "At the
meeting of our Board of Directors held
on August 26, 2019, it has been decided
to assign Mr.Yılmaz Ertürk to the post of
General Director, which was vacated by
Mr. Mehmet Uğur Erkan; and that he
start his duty with the first degree
signing authority after securing the
necessary legal permissions." "Pursuant
to the insurance legislation, Mr. Ertürk
will serve as a natural member of the
Board of Directors after he starts his
duty as the General Director."

Who is Yılmaz Ertürk?
Born in Istanbul in 1964, Yılmaz

Ertürk, graduated from Department of
Economics, Faculty of Economics,
Istanbul University, and completed the
master's program at the Institute of
Social Sciences of the same university.
In 1987, he embarked on his career as
an intern economic specialist at İşbank
Economic Research and Planning
Department. In 1990, in Fund
Management Department,  He was

assigned as Assistant Specialist, and
Assistant Manager in 1996, and Group
Manager in 1998, Economic
Researches and Planning Department
Manager in 2003, International Banking
Department Manager in 2006, and
Manager of Kozyatağı Corporate
Branch in 2011. Ertürk had been serving
as Assistant General Director of İş
Bankası since January 30, 2013.

ERGO is officially HDI Sigorta's, the Treasury approves

Anadolu Hayat Emeklilik is
entrusted to Yılmaz Ertürk
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The Elective Extraordinary General
Meeting of the Association of Insurance,
Reinsurance and Pension Companies of
Turkey was held on October 3, 2019. In
the General Meeting, Atilla Benli, General
Director of  Güneş Sigorta was elected
the President of the Association taking
all the 54 valid votes.

In his speech after the election, Atilla
Benli, General Director of Güneş Sigorta,
who talked about the Association's
targets for the next period said:

"The Insurance Association of Turkey
is the reference organization in our
industry. It is a great honor and
responsibility for me to have been
entrusted the presidency of this great
organization. I will do all my best to raise
this flag higher. Under this organization,
we need to discuss the valuable
contributions, opinions and suggestions
from all companies in order to progress
in matters related to our industry and to
find an effective solution to our
problems. We should hear all voices
inside and seek the truth, and outside,
we need to band together and sound as
one in order for our industry to go
further. We must act in harmony and

cooperation with common sense.
Atilla Benli who graduated from the

Public Administration Department of
Istanbul University completed his
master's degree at the Insurance
Department of Marmara University.
Beginning his career as an Auditor at
Garanti Bank, Benli also served as
Branch and Unit Manager in the same

company. Benli who later served as a
Unit Manager in charge of various
units in the Financial Affairs, Operation,
Agency and Broker Distribution
Channel started to work at BNP
Paribas Cardif in 2007 as the Assistant
General Director responsible for the
Financial Affairs Management, Human
Resources, Claims and Legal Units.
Benli later served as the Assistant
General Director in charge of the
Claims Group in Groupama Sigorta ve
Groupama Hayat &Emeklilik, and then
Assistant General Manager in charge
of Sales, Finance and Financial Affairs,
Human Resources, Technical and
Actuary units in Vakıf Emeklilik. Atilla
Benli who then started to work as
Assistant General Manager in the
Claims Group and Member of the

Board of Directors of Zurich Sigorta in
2016 continued to serve as Assistant
General Manager in charge of Sales and
Distribution Channels and Member of
the Board of Directors in Zurich Sigorta
in 2018. As of January 16, 2019, Atilla
Benli has been serving as a Member of
the Board of Directors and General
Director of Güneş Sigorta.

In a statement made by the
Management of Agricultural Insurances
Pool (TARSİM), the State Supported
Agricultural Insurance System continued
to grow this year. In a statement made
by the Management of Agricultural
Insurances Pool (TARSİM), the State
Supported Agricultural Insurance System
continued to grow this year. It is stated
that the producers interest in agricultural
insurance increasingly grew and the
producers are supported in the fight
against the negative effects of climate
change.

In the statement, it is underlined that
the damages caused by the natural
disasters experienced at the global level
in recent years are destructive, deeply
affecting the world and our country; and
it is emphasized that it is no longer
possible to carry out agricultural
activities without insurance. Also the
following statements are made:

"The value of the insured assets is TL
39 billion. "New covers are introduced
every year within the framework of State
Supported Agricultural Insurance, The
premium support provided by the state
to the producers has reached 67 percent
in some branches; payment facilities are
offered to producers, and in line with
this, the portfolio is growing steadily.
Until the end of August this year;  The
value the insured assets in all agricultural

insurance branches increased by 31
percent compared to the same period of
the previous year up to TL 39 billion; the
number of policies increased by 13
percent to 1.7 million; premium
production increased by 15 percent to TL
1.9 billion, the number of cattle and
sheep increased by 50 percent to 2.9
million and the insured area in Herbal
Products Insurance reached 22 million
decares "

The value of insured assets in agriculture increased by 31 percent
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Growth in the insurance industry
gained speed. The general
growth rate in the industry,
which exceeded 20 percent
since August, reached 22.5
percent in the 9-month period.
Growth in the Turkish insurance industry
gained speed. The general growth rate in
the industry, which exceeded 20 percent
since August, reached 22.5 percent in the
9-month period. When adjusted for
inflation, the industry grew by 1.8 percent
in real terms in 9 months. According to the
data published by the Insurance
Association of Turkey (TSB), in the January-
September period,

The non-life (elementary) sector grew
by 20.04 percent, while the increase in
premium production in the life branch
stood at 35.6 percent. In the first 9 months
of the year, in addition to the rapid growth
in life, 'disease/ health' drove the overall
growth rate of the sector up with a growth
rate of 34.25% (11.55% in real terms),
among branches with more than 10%
market share. 

Fluctuating Real Growth
One of the sectors most affected by the

increase in exchange rates in the second
half of 2018, the insurance industry started
to grow in real terms starting from March
this year.

While the industry grew by 19.3 percent
in the first half of the year, the real increase
in premium production was 3.1 percent. It
is striking that the real growth has been
fluctuating due to the difference in
inflation rates in the reference period. The
highest real growth in the industry this year
was 4.7 percent in the January-August
period. In the first 9 months of the year,
while the traffic from the industry's main
branches grew by 15.82 percent, the
growth in motor own damage insurance
was 20.39 percent. While the traffic shrank
3.77 percent in real terms, real growth in
the motor own damage insurance was
0.04 percent.
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The industry 
grew 22.5 percent
in 9 months

Uco Vegter was assigned as
General Manager of Eureko
Sigorta, Achmea's affiliate in
Turkey. Uco Vegter was as
proxy of the General Director,
Can Akın Çağlar, who retired in
May. Vegter had been serving
as managing director in
charge of all activities of
Achmea International outside
the Netherlands, including
Eureko Sigorta, since 2015.

"We are extremely pleased that
the new General Director of
Eureko Sigorta is someone
who was raised in Achmea,"
said Willem van Duin,
Chairman of the Board of
Directors of Achmea. In this
way, we will be possible to
continue our strategy as
required. We wish success to
Uco Vegter during his work in
Turkey" he said.

Uco Vegter,
the new
CEO of
Eureko
Sigorta

Stefan Jensen became the new CEO
of Mapfre Turkey. Jensen, who was
appointed as Assistant General
Director in charge of operations last
year, graduated from the Business
Administration Department of the
British Sheffield Hallam University.
Jensen who joined the Mapfre Group
in 2001 embarked on his career as
sales and marketing director at
MAPFRE Iberoasistencia. Jensen
became Senior Vice President and
Regional Manager in New York in
2013. Jensen, who served as vice
president in charge of corporations

and customers in North America; was
in Massachusetts as President of
Mapfre Life Insurance until January
2016. Assigned as executive vice
president in charge of the operation
of Mapfre Turkey in September 2018,
Jensen was elected as a member of
the board of directors of Mapfre
Turkey's in November. The 5-year
period of office in Turkey of Alfredo
Munoz from whom Jensen took over
the duty had expired. Munoz was
appointed as the chief operating
officer of Mapfre Group's real estate
company Mapfre Inmuebles in Spain.

Jensen is
the new
CEO of
Mapfre
Turkey



eni nesil hayat
sigortalarının
yıldızı parlıyor.
Yaşam kaybı

dışında da sağladığı imkanlar
nedeniyle yükselişe geçen birikimli
hayat sigortaları, emeklilik
döneminin de kurtarıcısı olarak
görülmeye başlandı. 

Risk gerçekleşmemişse 
gelir oluyor

2009 yılında yeni hayat
sigortaları yönetmeliği önemli
değişiklikleri de beraberinde
getirdi. Değişiklik ile bu alanda
yeni ürünlerin de önü açılmış oldu. 

Birikimli hayat sigortası da bu
değişimle gündeme geldi. Birikimli
hayat sigortasında, poliçe süresi
içinde teminat altına alınan
herhangi bir riskin
gerçekleşmemesi ve en az 10 yıl
prim ödemek koşuluyla vade
sonunda toplu bir para veya gelir
ödemesi yapılıyor. Primler yatırım
aracı olarak değerlendirildiği için
değer kaybına da uğramıyor. 

Süresi en az 10 yıl olan uzun
dönemli sigortalar olan birikimli
hayat sigortaları, iki temel güvence
sağlıyor. Bu güvencelerden biri
sigorta süresince prim ödeyen
sigortalının sigorta süresi

dolmadan ölümü halinde poliçede
belirlenen tazminat tutarına kar
paylı birikim tutarı eklenerek
varislerine ya da poliçede lehdar
olarak gösterilen kişilere toplu
ödeme yapılmasıdır. 

Geçmiş yıllarda vefat teminatlı
ürünler olarak öne çıkan hayat
sigortaları, bu nedenle çok da ilgi
görmüyordu. “Hayat sigortasına
en az 10 yıl ödeme yapacağım,
ölmezsem ödediğim primler boşa
gidecek” düşüncesini “Risk
gerçekleşir ise geride kalanlar ne
yapacak” söylemleri de yıkamamış
ve bu nedenle hayat sigortaları
geri planda kalmıştı. 
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Permanent life
insurances

guarantee the days
of retirement

Permanent life
insurance, which
is a type of life
insurance that
pays back all of
the premiums
paid in the
event of risk,
has also been
the guarantee
of retirement
days.

Y

ew generation life
insurances
flourish.

Permanent life
insurances that are in an uptrend
due to the opportunities they offer
in addition to death are now seen
as a savior during the retirement
period.

Revenues comes if the risk does
not materialize

In 2009, the new life insurance
regulations brought about
important changes. With the
amendment, the way for new
products was also opened. 

Permanent life insurance has
become a topic of discussion with
the effect of this change. In
Permanent Life Insurance, a lump

some payment or income
payment is made at the end of the
term, provided that no risk
covered by the policy takes place
within the policy period and that
premiums have been paid for at
least 10 years. Since the premiums
are benefit from as investment
instruments, they do not suffer
from depreciation.

Permanent life insurances,
which are long-term insurances
with a minimum duration of 10
years, provide two basic
assurances. One of these
assurances is the making of a
lump sum payment to the heirs or
the persons shown as
beneficiaries in the policy by
adding a profit share to the

compensation amount set forth in
the policy in case the insured who
pays the premium during the
insurance period passes away
before the expiry of the insurance
period.

Life insurances, which stood
out as products with death
coverage in the past years, did not
attract much attention for that
reason. The argument that "I will
pay for life insurance for at least 10
years, and if I do not die, the
premiums I pay will be wasted"
could not be refuted with
statements like "What will those
whom I leave behind do if the risk
realizes", and therefore life
insurance remained a secondary
issue.

N



1What is Permanent Life
Insurance?

It is a system that guarantees the
risk of death of the insured
during the insurance period and
also assures the risks that may
arise as a result of an accident or
disease if selected as an
additional guarantee, and
provides a savings capital to the
insured at the end of the period
specified in the policy. After
making legal deductions from
the premiums paid during the
insurance period, the remaining
amount is directed to the
investment on a daily basis.

2Who Can Benefit from
this Insurance?

Anyone who is between the ages
of 18 and 60 can join this system.
The premiums vary depending to
the age and the amount of
collateral selected.

3What is the Insurance
Period?

The minimum insurance period is
10 years. The insurance period
determined at the beginning can
be changed later with a written
application. The sum of the
insurance period and the age of
the insured is limited to 70.

4What is the method of
payment? Can someone

have more than one?
The insured determines the
premium payments on the
attachment date. The policy
premium can be paid annually,
semi-annually, quarterly or
monthly.
Insurance can be procured for
more than one insurer at the same
or different prices. In this case, the
indemnity payment debt of each
insurer is independent from each
other.

5What are the covers that
it offers?

Death Cover: It is the
compensation to be paid if the

insured
dies after the attachment date.
Since it is an investment-oriented
policy, the risk factor and the risk
premium deductions are
determined at a minimum level.
Savings Cover: At the end of the
insurance period, the savings
consisting of premiums paid and
accretions thereof are reimbursed
to the Insured after the technical
cuts are made.

6What are the advantages
offered if the risk does

not materialize after the
insurance period has
expired?
Insurance is terminated by taking
lump sum payment. You can get
half of the lump sum payment and
a lifetime salary with the remaining
half. The insured can get a lifetime
salary or a guaranteed salary for a
period of time determined by the
insured instead of lump sum

payment.

7Does it offer tax
advantages?

Life insurance also offers tax
advantages. As a rule, for wage
earners, 15 percent of the wage
earned in the month of payment,
and for taxpayers bound to submit
an annual return, 15 percent of the
declared annual income are
deducted from tax.

8How are the premiums of
permanent life

insurances directed to
investment?
After the deduction of general
expenses and commission
expenses of risk premiums from
the premiums paid in permanent
life insurances, the remaining
amount is directed to investment.
Such investment is made on the
basis of daily profit share
according to the Life Insurance
Regulation and in the framework
of the security restrictions set out
in the Regulation with a view to
protecting the insured.

9Can permanent life
insurance be transferred

to others?
It is possible to change the insured
and the policyholder specified in
the Permanent Life insurance
policy.

10Will there any
withholding if the

contract is terminated before
the expiry?
In case of contracts that are
terminated before the expiration
date, the sum of the tariff
premiums paid until the date of
termination, if any, and the
consideration of the profit shares
corresponding to the premium
savings shall be returned to the
policyholder after the deduction of
withholdings to be made by the
company at the rate determined
by the company and the related
taxes.

PERMANENT
LIFE

INSURANCE 
IN 10 

QUESTIONS
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Denise NART, member of
Board of Directors of NART,
who stated that people
need to be prepared against
losses to be sustained due
to earthquakes points out
that loss of profits insurance
in particular has great
importance for companies.

arthquake is a reality in
Turkey... After the 5.8
magnitude earthquake that
took place in the Marmara

Region in September, earthquakes became
the number one agenda again. It is obvious
that we have weaknesses as in many other
areas, although precautions have been taken
in this respect. A good deal of work needs to
be done from building security to action
plans at the time of the earthquake and
afterwards. Insurance is one of these
matters... We talked about the measures to
be taken against earthquake with Denise
NART, a member of the Board of Directors of
NART, who pointed out that a possible
earthquake could knock on our door at any
time.

What are the measures that industrial
companies should take against earthquake?

First of all, we should see in which areas
earthquake insurance is relevant... It is
important in building and business
interruption insurances of industrial
companies, and also construction period
should not be forgotten It also comes into
play in the life insurances of industrial
companies. First of all, Istanbul and Marmara
Region are the heart of our industry,
accounting for 45 percent of Turkey's
industry and gross domestic product as the
statistics indicate.  You know that there is
something called the Çınarcık Basin, that we
heard of after the Marmara Earthquake in
1999, which continues from Izmit Bay to
Silivri offshore. It starts from the islands and
extends to Çınarcık offshore in the north-
south direction. Therefore, it is estimated that
the big earthquake will take place in the
Marmara Sea. For this reason, industrial
facilities in Bursa, Istanbul and Gebze are at
risk. Today, all industrial facilities purchase
earthquake protection, but one of the most
important issues that I note is that: Business
Interruption, or loss of profit insurance as it is
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Member of the
Board of Directors
of NART



often called in Turkey, unfortunately, do
not exist.

What does Business Interruption
Insurance mean? What is its scope?

As you know, your business may stop
for a long time or short time after an
earthquake. During the earthquake, your
building and machinery can suffer
damage. In industrial plants, these are
generally covered by Fire Insurance, not
earthquake. If of course there is an
earthquake extension. However, there is
one issue that is not covered by the
Property Policy. All the subsequent fixed
costs, including in particular workmanship
costs, rents, taxes, depreciation, and
secondly, your lost profit. Let’s assume
that your company got some loans and
interest payments are paid under these
loans, but your business has stopped due
to damages at your production facility
because of an earthquake. On the one
hand, you have to pay the interests. On
the other hand, you must continue to pay
the workmanship costs andalso meet
other fixed costs.

To summarize briefly. It covers three
areas: Lost profits, fixed cost and, bank
interests, if desired ... This  Insurance
covers the loss arising from the decrease
in turnover and loss of  gross profits
resulting from the continuing operating
costs, provided that the interruption or
prevention of business activity after
financial damage remains within the
specified compensation period. Of
course, after the earthquake, damage to
machinery and building damage are paid
out of the fire insurance, however, an area
corresponding to almost 20 to 30 percent
of the turnover is out of coverage. We
need to get this protection.

What are the other significant factors
when you examine existing policies in the
risk management analysis you have done?

Insurances for Individuals, i.e.
personal accident, life insurance and
health insurance. You should most
certainly check whether there is  any
earthquake protection within the policy
coverage? It is worth to have a look at
that. In some policies, this may be an
exception. Wwhat you need to take into
account here is that when you insure
global companies in particular, the
general conditions in Turkey may differ
from the general conditions in Europe or

in Germany Your policy may have been
made according to the conditions of a
particular country. In this case, our duty
is to check whether there is an
earthquake coverage in life insurances.

New investments are another matter. You
will also have warnings for the new
facilities under construction ...

Successful Industrial corporations
continue their investments and build

new factory buildings.
Therefore we can not forget the

security of projects under construction,
with Advanced Loss of Profit  which is
similar to the Business Interruption. This
is an insurance that covers prolongation
or interruption of construction, delay in
opening or delay in rental income for
any reason such as fire and earthquake.
It is a type of loss of future profits
insurance
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NART became a member of Lloyd's.
What kind of advantages will this
added value provide to your
customers?
Lloyd's is the world's largest
insurance solution center, with no
match in the world. It is the oldest,
but also the most innovative
insurance market in the world, with
a premium volume amounting to
GBP 33.5 billion. It is estimated that
there are 250,000 brokers
worldwide, of which only 293 have
Lloyd's licenses and can write
business directly with syndicates at
Lloyd's. In Turkey, there are 2  Lloyd's
licensed brokers, including NART.
With this competency that we have
recently acquired, our company
plans to enrich its retail brokerage as
well as reinsurance activities in
Turkey and the different markets of
the world, offering different

solutions to our customers and in
the long-term, we plan to put our
overseas projects into practice.
Customers, insurance companies
and normal brokers cannot any way
directly contact Lloyd's. We are
working with 52 insurance
companies in Turkey. We also do
business with the reinsurance
market in Germany, Middle East and
Singapore. Now we started working
with Lloyd's. Lloyd's market is the
oldest and most innovative
insurance market of the world.
There are mainly two reasons why
we use Lloyd's, first we resort to
Llyod when the capacity of the
insurance industry in Turkey prove
insufficient in big businesses. Scope
is another factor. We benefit from
the solutions offered by Lloyd's in
some areas, especially in niche areas
such as product liability and cyber
risks.
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Climate change affects the
whole world. As the
damages caused by
climate change increase
exponentially, significant
works are being
undertaken on climate
change, which has become
a top agenda item in the
insurance industry. 

limate change will even
exceed cyber damage,
financial instability and
terrorism concerns in the

ranking of the biggest risks in the future. In
the surveys conducted among actuaries
that calculate insurance risks and
premiums, climate change is shown as the
biggest risk that has emerged recently.
However, in similar surveys conducted in
previous years, the risk of damage caused
by climate change to people and property
had a lower share, but now it has reached
a threshold that mobilized insurance
companies. The insurance industry is
conducting studies on the risks of climate
change all over the world.

The damage it causes 
amounts to 340 billion dollars

Large-scale floods, hail, drought, forest
fires, and devastating hurricanes that are
increasingly seen recently reveal the
dimensions natural disasters have reached
worldwide in terms of number, scale and
economic impact. The Global Climate Risk
Index, published by Germanwatch in early
2019 also shows the striking effects of
climate change. According to the Index,
11,500 extreme weather events caused
trillions of dollars of damage and a death
toll of more than 525 thousand in the last

20 years.  The index also states that Year
2017 was recorded as a  year marked by
the highest damages amounting to $ 375
billion due to weather events. It is noted
that insurance companies have made a
record payment of $ 138 billion due to
natural disasters caused by climate
change.

According to the United Nations (UN)
Global Climate Risk Index, climate change
resulted in losses amounting to $ 1.9
billion in Turkey in 2017. The study also
indicates that climate disasters witnessed
in Turkey in the last 20 years caused an

Climate
change has
mobilized
the world
insurance
industry

C Table 2. Annual Average Loss Prediction Due to Climate Change (Billion Dollars)
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average economic loss of 462 million dollars per
year.

According to experts, such and similar natural
disasters due to climate change are expected to
occur more frequently and in larger scales in the
future. Therefore, the economic effects of natural
disasters will inevitably increase.

Many branches are affected by climate change
Climate change affects many branches of the

insurance industry, such as commodity insurances,
agricultural insurances and health insurances.
Researches note that the number of people
admitted to hospitals has increased due to the
average temperatures 6 degrees higher than the
20th century average as a result of climate change,
and infant mortality has also increased due to
temperature-related premature births. Experts, who
note that the negative impacts of forest fires, floods
and drought on harvests have increased,
emphasize that the decrease in production capacity
will directly affect agricultural insurance. Moreover,
statistics demonstrate that temperature increases
also cause an increase in traffic accidents. Experts
point out that, for this reason, it would not be
wrong to say that global warming will also affect
motor vehicle insurance.

The public and private sector experiences
should unite forces to tackle the risks
Insurance companies around the world are presently focused on
the efforts to reduce the negative effects of climate change and to
ensure that economic actors take responsibility in this regard. The
European Insurance and Reinsurance Federation (CEA) has drafted
a report on "Reducing the Social and Economic Impact of Climate
Change and Natural Catastrophes" in order to raise awareness in
policy makers with respect to the encouragement of researches,
disaster prevention methods and submission of financial solutions
for the European insurance industry. In the report, it is noted that
insurers have significant experiences in identifying and analyzing
risk, creating financial solutions, supporting risk-reducing behavior
patterns, and a considerable synergy will be created by sharing
these experiences with the public within the framework of public-
private cooperation. Robert Erhardt, Professor of Statistics at Wake
Forest University, supports this view: "Actuaries should play a
positive role not only in determining the size of climate-related
risks, but more importantly, in helping the community proactively
manage these risks."

lThe number of countries severely
affected by tropical cyclones is

growing. The hurricane season in the
Caribbean was particularly severe in
2017 and devastated many islands.

lMany developing countries, which
are constantly affected by extreme

weather, hardly recover after disasters.
Poor countries, like Sri Lanka, Nepal or
Vietnam, face great challenges.

lIn 2017, hurricane Maria, the
deadliest and costly hurricane in

history, hit Puerto Rico and the
Dominican Republic.

l In USA, 389 deaths occurred due
to extreme weather and damages

amounting to $ 173.8 billion occurred in
2017.

lViolent floods and landslides
occurred after extraordinarily heavy

rains. This also happened in Sri Lanka,
which ranked second in 2017. After the
extraordinarily heavy rains, a violent
flood occurred, killing 200 people and
leaving hundreds of thousands
homeless.

lAccording to the General
Directorate of Meteorology, 598

climatic disasters took place in Turkey in

2017. 2017 has been marked as one of
the three years in which this type of
disasters occurred since the 1940s. (The
other years were 2015 and 2016).

l In the first half of 2019, a total of
3,800 people lost their lives as a

result of natural catastrophes, which
caused significant economic losses.
Tropical cyclones and floods, which are
the natural catastrophes that caused the
highest death toll in the first half of 2019,
led to the death of one thousand 500
and one thousand 425 people,
respectively. Most of the casualties due
to tropical cyclones occurred in Africa.

LOSSES CAUSED BY DISASTERS ARE INCREASING

Geophysical and Climate Related Natural Disasters between 1995-2015



The Lloyd's License
accelerated the growth of
NART Ankara Regional
Office that has achieved
significant success in the
insurance sector in Ankara,
which is home to
construction, energy,
industry and defense
companies.

he Regional Office of NART
Insurance & Reinsurance
Brokerage Inc. in Ankara is
growing rapidly as a solution

partner of the energy, industry and
defense industry and the holdings that
are awarded contracts by public
institutions. Levent Gülbitti, Manager of
Ankara Regional Office of NART
Insurance & Reinsurance Brokerage Inc.,
established in 2000, said they were one
step ahead of their competitors with
their solutions and competitive
proposals for their customers and told
about the difference they made in the
industry for Risk & Life.

Can you evaluate the current
insurance potential in the capital of
our country, Ankara?

The holding companies that carry out
the works that they are awarded by
public institutions via tenders have their
head office in Ankara.

On the other hand, Ankara is also
home to major construction, energy,
industry and defense companies.
Insurance needs change depending on
the projects undertaken by the holding
companies. In particular, the need for
insurance is quite high in projects such
as infrastructure, road, tunnel, dam,
power transmission lines.

In addition, the number of companies

resorting to foreign investments is also
increasing.

What are the factors that
differentiate Ankara Regional Office
of NART Sigorta ve Reasürans
Brokerliği in Ankara against its
competitors?

Companies have begun to realize the
importance of receiving brokerage
services. They now understand how
important the broker is particularly
during the purchase of proposals suiting
their needs and when the damage
occurs.

As NART, we offer solutions to our
customers in all industries.
Communicating with them with the
warmth of an agent, we make them feel
our strengths as a global broker, and
produdce solutions by submitting
competitive quotes. We also make a
significant difference with advantageous
quotes that we provide with the power
of being a Llyod's licensed broker.

Customer satisfaction is of great
importance in the insurance
industry. What do you do to
increase customer satisfaction?

We enjoy high customer satisfaction
due to the trust we instill, the solutions

we offer for their needs and problems,
the products we have developed for
new investments, and providing the right
coverage.

Especially customers who have had
damage in the past or for whose
damages we have provided support
during the current policy term feel
happy when their solution partner is
close to them at all times. The
differences we have shown as NART and
the confidence we give play an
important role in acquiring new
customers.

What are your goals for the long
and short term?

We aim to reach more medium- and
large-sized companies that have
production facilities in the region. In
addition, because energy requirement is
indispensable for the companies serving in
the energy industry, we can continue our
activities with slight impact in times of
crisis. Our target group is the energy
enterprises as they need important policies
in terms of loss of profit risk as a result of
damage, and support is very important at
the time of damage. On the other hand,
we aim to reach a considerable share in
the shopping malls, hospitals, technocity
campuses and life centers in the region.
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With Llyod's license,
we got ahead of our
competitors


